This agreement is between:

name of author..., on behalf of any other authors of the Monograph, (collectively “You”)

and

Delft University of Technology (hereinafter TU Delft) having its registered office at Stevinweg 1, 2628 CN Delft, the Netherlands, and registered with the Dutch Trade Register under number 27364265 in this matter duly represented by TU Delft OPEN Publishing for the purposes of publishing the Monograph in TU Delft Open Publishing platform.

Whereas

1. This is a publication agreement (“this agreement”) regarding a written digital manuscript currently entitled [manuscript title] (“the Monograph”) to be published in TU Delft OPEN Publishing platform (“the platform”).

1. **Activities**

   1. You have submitted a Monograph to TU Delft for the purpose of publishing it in TU Delft Open Publishing platform. Before TU Delft will publish the Monograph on its platform (TU Delft Open Publishing), you have to perform the following activities:
2. You agree to use reasonable endeavors to perform these activities before [date]. TU Delft agrees to publish the Monograph on its platform (TU Delft Open Publishing) within six months after you have performed these activities.

2. Copyrights

1. TU Delft is the owner of the copyright (economic rights perspective) of the Monograph. The author(s) of the Monograph remain owner(s) of the moral rights.

2. To the extent that any small edits are made by TU Delft to make the Monograph suitable for publication on the platform amount to copyrightable works of authorship. TU Delft is the copyright owner of such small modifications. TU Delft agrees to verify with you any such edits that are substantive. You agree that the Creative Commons license selected/mentioned in the Annex below covers such edits.
   a. In case that major changes are needed, a publication of a new version (that is considered new work) of the Monograph in question can be arranged between both parties.

3. Creative Commons License

1. You hereby grant a Creative Commons copyright license in the Monograph to the general public, by applying the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 (CC-BY) International License. In case the latter License (option a) cannot be selected, a choice among the Licenses listed in the Annex should be made and OER (Open Educational Resources) Policy of TU Delft should be followed. More information regarding the licenses can be found at the VSN Guide¹.

4. Attribution

1. You agree that the attribution requirement of the Creative Commons license of paragraph 3 will be fulfilled and the format that should be followed is the following “[year of first publication] [Authors’ full name] [type of license]”.

5. Effective date and Termination

¹ For more details please use the following link: https://zenodo.org/record/4090923#.YAI2k0BFw2x
1. This agreement is made effective as of the date of signature.

2. The said agreement will be terminated if TU Delft does not publish the Monograph in any medium within six months. The said period of time can be extended in case of special reasons that can be discussed between both parties.

6. **Warranties** You warrant that:
   1. TU Delft is the copyright owner (economic rights perspective) of the said Monograph and you declare that you took all the necessary steps for avoiding any intellectual property conflicts with third parties (cleaning your rights);
   2. The said Monograph is a new work to a great extent. This means that the Monograph has not been formally published in any other peer-reviewed journal or in a book or edited collection, and is not under consideration for any such publication;
   3. You are the sole author(s) of the Monograph, and that you have a complete and unencumbered right to make the grants you make. If you are not the sole author, you warrant that you are signing on behalf of all authors of the Monograph, and that you have the authority to act as their agent for the purpose of entering into this agreement;
   4. You appropriately identified contributors and have been credited or acknowledged them properly;
   5. The Monograph does not libel anyone, invade anyone’s copyright or otherwise violate any statutory or common law right of anyone, and that you have made all reasonable efforts to ensure the accuracy of any factual information contained in the Monograph.

7. **Liability**

   Neither party is liable for breach-of-agreement damages that the breaching party could not reasonably have foreseen when it entered this Agreement. It is expressly agreed that no party under this Agreement shall be liable to the other party for, indirect, consequential loss or damages such as but not limited to loss of profit, revenue or interest, except by reason of willful misconduct, bad faith, or gross negligence.

8. **Indemnity**

   The author(s) shall indemnify and hold harmless TU Delft from and against any and all claims, damages, actions, liabilities, charges, obligations, fees, costs, and any other expenses whatsoever, including attorneys’ fees and costs, that may be asserted by a third party against TU Delft in connection with the Monograph included but not limited to any photographs, drawings or other illustrations supplied by you in the Monograph.
9. Applicable law

This agreement will be governed by the laws of the Netherlands and any disputes arising out of or in connection with it will be settled by the Dutch courts.

10. Miscellaneous

1. TU Delft will register the Monograph with an ISBN. You agree to provide TU Delft with the information necessary to register the Monograph.

2. If you desire to publish the manuscript in print, TU Delft will provide a third party. TU Delft will not act as a printing partner themselves.

3. By signing this agreement, you declare that you have already taken knowledge, and you accept to follow the OER (Open Educational Resources) Policy of TU Delft.

4. This is the entire agreement between You and TU Delft, and it may be modified only in writing and the explicit consent of both parties.

   1. Author:
      o Signed: 
      o Date:

   2. TU Delft OPEN Publishing on behalf of TU Delft
      o Alenka Prinčič, chair of TU Delft Open Publishing
      o Signed: 
      o Date:

This license form is an adapted version. It is made available under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License.: “The language of this publication agreement is based on Stuart Shieber’s model OPEN-access journal publication agreement, version 1.2, available at http://bit.ly/1m9UsNt.”
Annex

a. **CC-BY**, which is incorporated herein by reference. This license lets others distribute, remix, adapt, and build upon your work, even commercially, as long as they credit you for the original creation. This is the most accommodating of licenses offered. Recommended for maximum dissemination and use of licensed materials. The full text of the license can be found on the Creative Commons website (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0)

b. **CC-BY-SA**, which is incorporated herein by reference. This license lets others remix, adapt, and build upon your work even for commercial purposes, as long as they credit you and license their new creations under the identical terms. This license is often compared to “copyleft” free and open source software licenses. All new works based on yours will carry the same license, so any derivatives will also allow commercial use. This is the license used by Wikipedia, and is recommended for materials that would benefit from incorporating content from Wikipedia and similarly licensed projects. The full text of the license can be found on the Creative Commons website (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0)

c. **CC-BY-NC**, which is incorporated herein by reference. This license lets others remix, adapt, and build upon your work non-commercially, and although their new works must also acknowledge you and be non-commercial, they don’t have to license their derivative works on the same terms. The full text of the license can be found on the Creative Commons website (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0)

d. **CC-BY-NC-SA**, which is incorporated herein by reference. This license lets others remix, adapt, and build upon your work non-commercially, as long as they credit you and license their new creations under the identical terms. The full text of the license can be found on the Creative Commons website (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/)
For more details please use the following link: https://zenodo.org/record/4090923#.YAI2kO8Fw2x